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BUCK WEAR® CONTINUES TO ʻTELL IT LIKE IT ISʼ WITH ITS NEW ʻQUALITY TIMEʼ TEE 
 

Hunting season is finally here, so its no surprise that you have only one thing top of mind at all times —  
harvesting that buck.  So when the wife suggests quality time, you happily agree and head straight for the field to 
get reacquainted with your prey.  This laughable story is illustrated loud and proud on the new ʻQuality Timeʼ  
T-Shirt from Buck Wear®. 
 
Buck Wear has a reputation for allowing hunters to wear their minds on their sleeves with entertaining shirts and 
casual apparel that while at times may cause your betrothed to shake her head in disapproval, you and your hunting 
buddies will be chuckling under your breath with every wear.  The new Buck Wear ʻQuality Timeʼ (Model 1220)  
T-Shirt falls in line with this category perfectly. 
 
The attractive brown tee is constructed of 100% heavyweight pre-shrunk cotton, and is a perfect backdrop for the 
detailed illustration dominated by a gorgeous trophy buck – so real looking you can almost see his nose quiver.   
And the statement that says it all is splashed across the scene, “She suggested quality time, so I went deer 
hunting!”  The recognizable Buck Wear logo is featured on the front left chest of the shirt, so friends and onlookers 
alike will know the wearer is an avid outdoorsman at heart.  
 
Buck Wear’s new ʻQuality Timeʼ T-shirt is available in a full range of adult sizes from M to XXL to ensure a  
comfortable fit for hunters of all sizes.  Plus, Buck Wearʼs quality sportswear and printing process guarantees this 
new T-shirt will last for many seasons to come.  Pair this witty shirt with one of Buck Wear’s popular hats, hoodies 
or even pick out a piece for the rest of the family — Buck Wear also offers stylish designs for women and children.  
  
Buck Wear’s clothing line is available through top hunting, fishing and outdoor sports retailers across the United  
States and online at www.buckwear.com. 
 
For more information on the new Buck Wear ʻQuality Timeʼ T-Shirt (Model 1220) or Buck Wearʼs full selection of 
apparel for outdoor enthusiasts, please contact:  Buck Wear, Inc., 2900 Cowan Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21223 · 
Telephone: (800) 813-7708 · Or visit www.buckwear.com.  Find the company on Facebook at 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Buck-Wear/454469010477   

 

Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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